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ABSTRACT 

. The pr~plem of automatically controlling the gain of a pulse amplifier 

with an electric signal is discussed. A simple electrically controlled 

variable-gain pulse amplifier is described. Different types of variable

resistance control elements are considered: GE344 and Pinlite 15-15 la~p 

bulbs, and field-effect transistors (FET1s). An important use of a variable-

gain pulse amplifier is in gain-stabilized systems in nuclear instrumentation. 

We constructed an el~ctrically controlled variable-gain amplifier that 

permits up to ± 1 volt input pulses with gain-change capabilities of ± 21%. 

It is a simple, low-cost compact unit that can be introduced into existing 

stabilizer systems without. changing its components •. Incremental linearities 

of 0.08% or better can be expected. 

Gain modulations up to 100 kc have been accomplished with FET' s.. Very 

good results are obtained with lamp bulbs when lower speed.s can be tolerated, 

as is the case for a great many present-day experiments. 
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l" · Introduction 

T1..1e problem of automatically controlling the gain of an a.1nplifier 

utilizing el.ectrica.lly controlled elements is solved here. The gain of a.n 

amplifier is controlled by varying any ga.in ... sensitive element. A sim:.r?le 

control consists of a m.sn:uaJ.ly controlled variable resistance acting as a. 

degener-ative device. Figure l shows a one-transistor amplifier whose gain 

can be controlled by means o:f' ~· 

A further step to-wards automatic gain control. "lDB:Y u:tiilize a. motor

drh-en potentiometer. Resistor R2 can_ thus be controlled by an electricoJ. 

signal• The \we of the motor bas the inherent l:tmita:'cions of electro

mechanical S"',fStems ... It bas limited frequency response and needs an elaborate 

· mechanical 1nstal4t1on.' 
' . 

T'ne ideal solution . is the t?Jl-electric eain control; in vhich an 

electrical. signal. controls the gain of the amplifier without a:a:f mechanical 

link. Such a device ma::r be used to control the overall gain of stabilized 

systems in nuclear instrumentation. 

NakamUra. a.nd. Ream deveJ.oped a. transistorized a.t!1J?lifier whose gain can 

be changed by aJ.tering the current in a lamp bulb placed in the amplifier 

circuit1• The lamp-bulb resistance changes a.s a result of temper~ture change· 

caused by the current. .. This amplifier or some sl:tgh:t modifications of it are 

successf'ully used in di.fferent systems a.t this Laboratory. 

An important application for the electrically controlled variable4Zain 

a.tnplif:J,.er is 1n system-gain stabilization. ~ systeln stabU:.tzers control 

the overall gain of the system by altering the high voltage of multiplier . . .. 

phototubes or ;proportional. coun.ters. 'l'his technique 1s not applicable to 

systems using semiconductor detectors. The semiconduci;or counters used for. 

fission-fragment, X•ra,f1 and particle detection must be operated at a bias 

voltage at 't-Thiab. eba.rge-eoUection efficiency is constant, but not 1n a 

region "Where the leakage current increases abruptly. 
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It \tras considered that a.n electrically controlled variable..;gain pulse 

amplifier inserted betwesn th3 ;reamplifier-and the main amplifier was the 

answer to semiconductor detect-or-system stabiUzation. . This inserted 

amplifier is a self-contained unit that can be added to existing systems with~ 

out disturbing or changing its components. This method can also be applied 

to detector systems that use multiplier phototubes or proportional counters~ 

ln Sections 2 and 3 we describe a transistorized variable-gain amplifier 

that can be controlled by different types of variable-resistance elements. 

With this amplifier the gain of stabilized systems can be held constant in 

experiments, no ma.tt.er hov the gain drift was introduced. This amplifier is 

a simple and inexpensive device. 

2. A.11lplifier Description :. 

We consider a two-transistor amplifier, With the emitter resistance of 

the second transistor employed as a control element~· The emitter resistance 

can be controlled by either a current or a voltage, depending on the type 

of element utilized. Fi~re 2 shows the considered circuit~ 

This configuration has the advantage of large input iinpedance, excellent 

stability, and sufficient control rangefor our purposes,- Praetica:t designs 

can be biased· to accept positive and/or negative ·input pulses,. This 

· acceptance characteristic all~ws the use or either type of doped semiconductor 

detector without further complicating the system,. 

Limiting this discussion to a two-transistor amplifier does not limit 

the generality of the method. lt can be applied to single':"'transistor or 

multi transistor amplifiers as well .• 

· Figure 3. shows a circuit equivalent ,~o the configuration shown in Fig .• 2. 

(as given by· Hurley) 2,. ·· . . . . 

The effects of the over~ll voltage feedback are incorporated into the .·., 
.... , 

input shunt resistance Rs' 
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From this equivalent circuit we define 

1 . . . . .· .· '· 
G =-R =G2 +G +G .• eq-. · ·e m 

. . eq 

Without loss of generality we can assume.that Gm is a function of a. 

control voltage V ~ so that 
m· 

dG 
G = f(V ) = G - dVm V m m mo m m 

Therefore we have 

where Gmo = f(O) · • 

with G = G..., + G + G o - ~ e mo 

It can be shown that the amplifier gain'is 

v .. 
out · 
V" = Al - A2Vm' 
in 

where A1 ·~ Rc2 x G
0
·x K, 

.. 
\' 

. · V R 
and that K = ~ ~~ for our selected circuit values. 

- vin · Rl · 

We can also assume with little loss in accurac,y that the control device 
dG . . m . 

has a constant ~ over the range of operation. Then A1 and A2 are known 
m 

constants for a prticular device. 

The constant A1 is selected to be larger than unity, and Vm is adjusted 

for unity gain. This procedure permits the positive and negative modulation 

of the gain, as indicated by equation{(~. 

3. Control-device Considerations 

Lamp bulbs have a variable resistance controlled by a current. They 

are inexpensive, acceptably linear~ and their hot and cold resistances are 

compatible with impedances of transistorizedcircuits~ 

The G.E. 344 lamp bulb ~as a useful average range of 300 ohms at 3 mA 

to 1.2 kO at 25 mA.. Its thermal constant is of the order of 80 msec. As 

(1) 



resiata."lces of ind:bd.du.al bulbs v-a.,-y '~-:f.d.d:r ~ thes-2 figttres must be regarded 

as approximate values only. 

The slow thermal time constant does not ~epresent a serious handicap 

because stabilizers used ·Hith the diode pump technique rnay have time constants 

larger than that of the lam.p. This G.E~ 34!t- model :ts incorporated in an 

analog gain stabilizer developed by de Haro3. . This stabilizer can hold a 

selected peak well within 1% of it~ original value with slow variations of 

! 20%. The incremental non-linearities introduced qy the lsmp are better 

than 0.04%~ 

figure 4 shows a practical circuit incorporating the two-transistor 

amplifier and the G.E. 344 la:np bulb considered. 

Pinlite4 type 15-1$ lamp:, bulbs have a. .useful range of approximately 

50 ohms at 8 mA to 150 ohms .at 17 mA. The thermal time constant is of 

the order of 5 msec, which is 16 times faster than for the G. E. 344 

previously described. 

These lamps are used in the variable-gain section or a digi tall zed 

gain stabilizer developed by Naka.m.ura and La .Pierre 5. The ft:1ster 

response of this stabilizer makes the Pinlite bulb a batter choice 

tha."l the G. E. 344. Incremental linearity, although not as good .. as 

that of the G .. E. 3441. still remains .in the order or a few hundredths 

of a percent. It has a range of over x 2Q%.or gain variation. 

This digital gain stabilizer has been successfullY used in a 

multipa.re.meter pulse-height-recording system developed b.r Nakamura and 

Simonof 6 •. 

figgre ~ shows the amplifier used in the digital gain stabilizer 

mentioned above. The output-em.itte;r follower. is included for the sake 

of completeness., 

,, ' 

'. 
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The field ~fi'~ct transistor (FET) is another type of variable-

resistance element. It ie a majority-carrier-controlled device in ~lnich 

the resistance of a semiconductor channel is modulated by a transverse 

electric fielci .. t~:lf the operation of the device is maintained within 

certain limits, '\te have a voltage-controlled. resistance element capable 

of follo\"dng voltage variations as fast as 100 kc • 

. Several type,a of FET' s '\'l~X:.~ . . ~.?l'lsidered. For a specified linearity» 
I :,;• 

the O,ynamie rang~, of V ds ( dr3:in-f>.~.IS, voltage) is direet:cy . proportional to 

.-vP (gate-source pinch-ot£ voltage). As our goal "t'l"a.S to app:cy positive 

a:r:td/or negative input pulses~ the resulting excursions of Vds in the third 

quadxant are alS~ limited by the forward conduction of the drain-gate ~n 

junction. 

The ~12608 FET7 · represents a good. compromise :for our purpose. Its 

usefulresista.n~.~ varies trom 900 oh.."llS at 0 Vgs (gate-source voltage) 

to 2o 1 k n at 1:6{Vg8 , limiting Vds excursions to ± 200 mV .. 
~ . 

Figure 6 shows the VI characteristics of a 2N260S FET within the pro

posed range of operation. In this range the ehara.ctcristics are reasonably 
. :i ,_ 

syr...am.etrical with respect to the origin. 

I should po~i out the necessity or symmetrical characteristics ~nen 
the ~pll.fier is used for positive and/or negative input pulses that give 

Vdtg e..xcursions 1fto the first and third qua.dra...."'l.'tS • ttJhen the alllplifier is 
~· . . . 

used for positive_1~d/or negative input pulses; gain control is ea.~ilJ" 
l . 

accomplished by applying single-polarity modulating pulses to Vgs 'dth 

the ·. FET biased at Vd.s = ~· 
,,. 

Figure 7 s~ows a practical amplifier capable of accepting pulses of 

either polarity u~. :to 1 w1t peak-to-peak • 

The gain can be modulated ± 21% of this value with a.n incremental 

llnearity better .,than 0.08%• . r 

. ', 

. ·. 
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Finally I mention the thermistor.ias another type or control element .. 

that may be used. As in the lamp-bulb approach, the alteration or a· current·. 

throughthe thermistor causes temperature variations. .The resistance or . the 

thermistor changes as a result ot.the temperature change. The thermistor 

is therefore another current-controlled element.- Thermistors have negative 

temperature coefficients as opposed to the positive Coefficient presented 

by the lamp bulbs. 
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Figgre Captions 

• Fig. 1 One transistor amplifier with variable gain. 

Fig. 2 A two-transistor feedback amplifier with variable gain. 

Fig. 3 Equivalent circuit (ac) for the two-transistor feedback amplifier 

of Fig. 2., 

Fig. 4 Two-transistor variable-gain amplifier cireuit utilizing a G.E. 344 

lamp bulb as control element. 

Fig. 5 Two-transistor variable-gain amplifier circuit utilizing a Pinlite 

l5-15 lamp bulb as control element .• 

Fig. 6 Characteristics of Vds versus Ids for the 2N260S F•E.T. with VGS 

as parameter. , 

Fig.. 7 Two-transistor variable-gain amplifier utilizing a 2N2608 field 

effect transistor as control element. 
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